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Abstract 
This paper addresses the problem of efficiently performing two important operations of commu- 
nication in networks, namely broadcast and gossip. We study these operations in the 
line-communication m&eel that is similar to the circuit-switching technique. We propose a 
simpler proof of the fundamental result, due to A. Farley, that gives the exact broadcast time, 
[log, nl steps, in any connected network of order n. In the second part we construct gossip 
algorithms in any tree network and we prove that they are optimal or asymptotically optimal. 
We finally give a precise idea of the shape of trees in which gossip is possible in [log, n1 steps. 
Finally, we present general results on gossip in any connected graph. 
Keywords: Broadcast; Gossip; Tree; Line-communication 
1. Introduction 
This paper deals with the problem of global operations of communication in net- 
works. In particular, we answer the question of how to realize efficiently some of these 
operations even with a restricted network. In the network of a parallel computer, con- 
sisting of nodes (processors with distributed memory) and links for communications, 
broadcast is the operation where one node, the originator, has a piece of information 
(PI for short) that must be transmitted to all the other nodes. Gossip is a simultaneous 
broadcast from all the nodes. The accumulation all the nodes have a distinct PI that 
must be transmitted to one distinguished node named the accumulator. These funda- 
mental operations have been studied by a large number of people under many types 
of models (two papers survey these results [5, 61). A majority of results have been 
obtained with local communications models, i.e. in which a node can only communi- 
cate with one (or more) neighbor. In the line-communication model, two nodes can 
communicate even if they are not neighbors (this is an approximation of the circuit 
switching technique). More precisely, we have the following. 
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The network is modeled by a graph G = (V,E) where the set V of vertices represents 
the nodes (we will not distinguish now between node and vertex), and the set E of 
edges represents the links of communication (the edge [x, y] E E represents the physical 
link between x and y). The degree of any vertex u is denoted by de(u). A subtree 
of a tree T=(V(T),E(T)) is a tree T’=(V(T’),E(T’)) such that V(T’)C V(T) and 
E(T’) c E(T). A strict subtree of a vertex u in a tree T is a subtree of T containing 
a neighbor v of u, obtained by deleting an edge [u, v] in T. More definitions on graphs 
can be found in [Z]. 
In the line-communication model, two nodes can communicate directly via a path 
and such a communication is called a call. Transmissions are done step by step, and, 
in each step, many calls can occur. An important point is that, during a step, two calls 
must use two edge-disjoint paths. A step (i.e. the time to establish the communication, 
to send information and to cancel the path) is supposed to take one time unit, regardless 
of the quantity of information transported, and the length of the paths used for the calls. 
This is what we call the constant time hypothesis (we are only interested by the total 
number of synchronous steps). Another important feature of our model is that, during 
a step, a node can make at most one call; this is what we call the l-port hypothesis. 
The last assumption concerns the possibilities to use the paths; if during a call, nodes 
x and y can exchange their PIs on the communication path, we say that the path is 
Full-duplex and we denote the corresponding model by 9. Otherwise, if only x can 
send its PIs to y during a call, we say that the path is Half-duplex and we denote the 
corresponding model by 2. An example of a gossip algorithm satisfying the constraints 
of the model Y is shown in Fig. 1. In 1980, Farley [3] gave the minimum time to 
broadcast under the X (or 9) model in any connected graph. Unfortunately, his proof 
is quite long and not easy to read. In [9], Kane and Peters considered minimizing the 
sum of the lengths of paths used to broadcast in minimum time in the cycle. In 
[7, 81 Hromkovic et al. studied similar models and proved results on the gossip time 
in graphs such as the grid and planar graphs. 
In the first part of our paper we give a simple proof of Farley’s result by extending 
a technique used in [8] (in [4], Fraigniaud also proposed, independently, another proof 
of Farley’s theorem). In the main, and second, part we study the minimum gossip 
time, g(T), under the 9 model in any tree T. We choose to study the tree because 
it is a minimal network that can be found as a spanning subgraph in any connected 
graph (thus, with our method it is easy to construct broadcast and gossip algorithms 
in any graph). More precisely, in Section 3.1, we give some general lower bounds for 
g(T) that lead us to find some exact (optimal) gossip times for classes of trees. In 
Section 3.2 we construct gossip algorithms that give general upper bounds on g(T). We 
note that our lower bounds differ from our upper bounds by at most seven units. This 
gives us asymptotically optimal results on the gossip time on any tree. In Section 3.3 
we give an idea of the structure of trees that have a minimum gossip time among all 
the graphs. We finish, in Section 3.4, by presenting general results on gossip in any 
connected graph. 
Part of these results were published in [l 11. 
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Fig. 1. A gossip algorithm in 3 steps in a tree with 6 vertices. 
2. Broadcast 
In this section we present a short proof of Farley’s theorem [3] on broadcast. The 
model described by Farley in [3] is the 2 model. Let G be a graph with n vertices, 
r any vertex in G and let us denote by b(r, G) (resp. a(r, G)) the minimum time 
to broadcast (resp. to accumulate) from an originator (resp. to an accumulator) r in 
the graph G. Let b(G)=max{b(r,G): r E V(G)} and a(G)=max{a(r,G): r E V(G)}. 
Farley showed that 
Theorem 1 (Farley [3]). Under the 2 model, for any connected graph G with n 
vertices, 
!I( G) = a(G) = [log, nl . 
In [8], Hromkovii: et al. proved that in a similar model one can obtain a broadcast 
algorithm in [log, rr1 + 1 steps. (Their model is the same as Farley’s, except that at 
each step a vertex may be either an extremity of a communication path or a connector 
but not both). From their proof, they easily derive the following: 
Theorem 2 (HromkoviE et al. [S]). Under the .X model, for any connected graph G 
with n vertices. there exists a vertex r such that 
a(r, G) = b(r, G) = [log, nj. 
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This is a weaker version of Farley’s theorem. In this section we give a complete proof 
of Farley’s theorem by extending the ideas developed in [8]. In particular, we show 
that the vertex chosen to be the originator (accumulator) can be precisely controlled 
during the whole process (that is not the case in [S]). 
Lemma 1 (Modified and more general version of Lemma 3, p. 225 of [S]). Let K be 
any set of vertices of a tree T, IKI 2 2, and r any vertex of K. Then, there exists 
a set K’ c K with /K’/ = [lKl/21, r E K’ and a set of calis that can be implemented 
in one step under the ~9 model, such that after performing these communications, 
vertices of K’ contain all the PIs contained in vertices of K before this step. 
Proof. First, suppose that IKl is even. We call an edge e even if the removal of 
e partitions T into two subtrees containing each an even number of vertices of K 
(possibly zero). Otherwise an edge is called odd. Note that, for each odd edge e, the 
two subtrees obtained by removing e contain an odd number of vertices because IKI is 
even. Note also that, after removing an even edge, the remaining edges keep their type 
(even or odd) with respect to the obtained subtrees because IKI is even. We partition 
T into subtrees by removing all even edges. 
Let Ki be the set of vertices of K in each obtained subtree z. Each z containing 
vertices of K has the following properties: 
(1) IKI is even. 
(2) All edges in 7; are odd with respect to 7;. 
(3) Each leaf of z is an element of Ki. 
(4) Let x be an inner (interior) vertex of z. We have: dr(x) is odd if and only if 
xEKi. 
Since we have deleted all the even edges, properties (1) and (2) hold. In each subtree 
X, each leaf must be in Ki otherwise the edge connecting it to 7; would have been 
deleted, thus property (3) holds. Let x be an inner vertex of z. Vertex x has dr(x) 
strict subtrees, each containing an odd number of elements of Ki because each edge 
is odd (property (2)). Thus, the number of elements of K, is the sum of &(x) odd 
numbers plus 1 if x E Ki, plus zero otherwise and because IKi( is even (property (1)) 
property (4) holds. 
In each K we construct a set K;, and an associated communication pattern. We 
choose any two leaves k and k’ from z (thus k and k’ are in Ki) and include k’ 
in K:. If r E {k, k’} choose k’ = Y. The PIs resident in k will be transferred to k’ by 
communicating along the unique path between k and k’ in T. To avoid using the 
same communication links again, we remove all edges on the path between k and k’. 
If the length of the path was 1, this decomposes Z into 1 + 1 subtrees K’,. . . , T:“. 
Any of these subtrees (except the isolated vertices) satisfies properties (l)-(4) given 
above. Indeed, let us consider I;” not reduced to one vertex and denote by K;’ the set 
of vertices of Ki in 2;‘. For each inner vertex u of 11/, d,,(u) has the same parity 
as &(u) because each inner vertex of z which was on the path, looses exactly two 
edges. Thus property (4) is satisfied for T/. Let u be a leaf in T/: if u was a leaf of 
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z, then u E Ki, and if u was an inner vertex of 7; then dl;(u) is odd and u E Ki. Thus 
u E K; and property (3) is satisfied fop,TJ. All the edges in q’ remain odd and the 
number of elements of K/ in 7;’ is even (because 7;’ is obtained from T, by deleting 
two subtrees containing each an odd number of vertices of K, and IKil is even). Thus 
properties (1) and (2) are also satisfied for q’. Now, if q’ is reduced to one vertex 
U, this means either that it was an inner vertex of 7; of degree 2, thus u $ K, and this 
vertex is just a connector in a path (not interesting for the following), or that u = k 
or u = k’ but then u has been already implied in a call (communication path) and its 
case is now solved. 
We now proceed in the same way with any subtree ?;j containing some member 
of K, - {k, k’} until each vertex of K, communicates once with another vertex of K,. 
Grouping these calls gives us a communication pattern, creates K,! for each 7; and the 
set K’ = U,“,, K: satisfies all the required conditions stated in the lemma. 
Now suppose that IKI is odd. We construct a set S = K - {u} with z’ # Y any vertex 
of K and we apply the previous proof on S to obtain a subset S’ of S with IS’1 = IS112 
and Y E S’. The set K’ = S’ U {t.} satisfies 
IK’I = 1s’ u {u}l zz u + 1 = 
2 
eK’=S’u{uj 
and contains all the PIs contained in K before this step. 0 
With this lemma we can prove Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We have b(G) > [log, ~1 and a(G) 3 [log, ~1, because at each 
step, each vertex can communicate with at most one vertex (l-port hypothesis). 
Since G = (V,E) is connected it contains a spanning tree T with II vertices. From 
this point we only consider the edges of T. Let r be any vertex of G and suppose that 
each vertex has a PI that must be transmitted to r. The strategy to accumulate the PIs 
in r is: 
Let K = V. 
repeat [log, n1 times 
{Accumulate all the PIs of K in K’ in one step with K’ satisfying: 
K’ c K, JK’I = [lK\/21 and r E K’. 
Let K=K’.} 
Lemma 1 proves that each step is always possible. Thus, after [log, n1 steps the 
accumulation in r is finished. To broadcast from r, just reverse the algorithm. Thus, 
we have b(T)=b(G)= [log,nl. 0 
3. Gossip 
Let G be any connected graph. We denote by g(G) the minimum time to perform 
a gossip in G under the 9 model. We first give general bounds on the function g in 
the following lemma and we prove in Corollary 1 that they are tight. 
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Lemma 2. Let G be any connected graph with n vertices. We have: 
l If n is e;en, [log, nl d g(G) < 2 rlog, nl - 1. 
l Ifn is odd, [log, nj + l< g(G) d 2[log,nl - 1. 
Proof. During each step t > 0, the number of vertices that know a given PI can at most 
double (because of the l-port hypothesis) and therefore [log, nl d g(G). In addition, 
if n is odd, there is a vertex which does not communicate during the first step and 
thus needs at least [log, n1 additional steps to broadcast its PI. 
We proved in Theorem 1 that an accumulation and a broadcast can be done in 
[log, nj steps in any tree with n vertices. The following is a gossip algorithm for G: 
accumulate all the PIs at a vertex r in [log, n1 steps and then broadcast this accumu- 
lated message also in [log, n1 steps from vertex Y. As the broadcast can be done by 
reversing the accumulation, and because the paths are full-duplex, the last step of the 
accumulation can be done simultaneously with the first step of the broadcast and thus 
g(G) < 2Clog,nl - 1. 0 
We will now consider that the graph is a tree T. We prove some lower bounds for 
g(T) and show that some of these bounds can be reached by different classes of trees. 
We then give upper bounds on the function g(T), by constructing an algorithm, that 
are close to the lower bounds. This gives us an asymptotically optimal expression for 
g(T) for any tree T. 
3.1. Lower bounds for trees and applications 
We first start to define important parameters that we will need in all what follows. 
Definition 1. Let T = (V,E) be a tree with n vertices. For any edge e E E let Tmax(e) 
and Tmin(e) denote the two trees obtained by deleting e in T; n,,(e) = IV(T,i,(e))l 
and n,,,(e)= IV(T,,,(e))j; we named so that n,,,(e) > n,in(e). 
a(T) =max{nb,,(e): e E E} and p(T) =n - a(T). 
(a(T) and p(T) are also denoted CI and /I when there is no ambiguity on T). 
An edge e such that n,i,(e) = CL is called a maximal edge. 
T max denotes Tmax(e) while Tmin denotes T,i,(e) for a maximal edge e. 
One can easily describe a linear algorithm to calculate these parameters. 
Lemma 3. Let T be a tree with n vertices (and a and j? defined in Dejinition 1): 
g(T)’ { 
[log, nl + [log,(a + 1>1 - 1 if n = Zd, 
[log,n] + [log,(cc + l)] - 2 ifn#2d. 
Proof. Let d = [log, n1 and let T,,,,, and Tti, be determined for a maximal edge e. 
Our argument for the lower bound is based on the fact that all the PIs in T,,,,, must 
be sent in Tmin. The fact that the paths used for calls must be edge-disjoint implies 
that at most one call per step can occur between a vertex in T,, and a vertex in Tmin. 
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Moreover, a vertex can at most double the number of PIs that it knows at each step 
(because of the l-port hypothesis). Thus, at the end of step 1, there is at most one PI 
of r,,, in Tmin, at the end of step 2, there are at most three PIs of r,,, in Tmin, etc. 
More generally at the end of step t, 1 < t d d - 1, there are at most 2’ - 1 PIs of r’,, 
in r,,,. Indeed, by induction on t, suppose that a maximum of 2’-’ - 1 are known 
at the end of step t - 1. At most 2’-’ new PIs can be received in Tmin during step t 
because the sender in T,,, knows at most this number of PIs at the end of step t - 1. 
Hence, the result follows. 
We now calculate the greatest to such that at the end of step to not all the p Pls of 
T,,, are in T,,,in. We know that b > x and that n = b + CX, b > n/2. 
0 If n=2”, b > 2d-’ thus, at the end of step d - 1, there are at most 2d-’ - 1 <a 
PIs of T,,,,, in Tmin, i.e. to 2 d - 1. 
l If 2”-’ <n < 2d at the end of step d - 2 there are at most 2d-2 - 1-c /I PIs of r,,, 
in Tmin, i.e. to 3 d - 2. 
Let us denote by S the nonempty set of PIs from T,,, that are not yet known in TIni” 
at the end of step to. This set S must be known by all the vertices in Tmin at the end 
of the gossip. Let tl be the minimum number of steps to inform of S all the vertices 
in 7’,,,in. This broadcast is done in Tmin with, at each step, an additional vertex from 
T max that can send messages. Thus, by Theorem 1, we know that tl 3 [log,(x + 1 )I. 
The lemma is proved by noting that g(T) > to + tl . I 
From these results we can derive exact bounds for the gossip time of some special 
trees which shows that both lower and upper bounds from Lemmas 2 and 3 can be 
reached. Let P,, = ({ 1, ..,n},{[i,i + 11: 16 i<n}) be the path with 12 vertices, and 
&=({l,...,n},{[l,i]: l<i <n}) be the star with n vertices, of center 1. Let S7’p( 
be the binomial tree with 2d vertices (see Fig. 2 for examples). The binomial tree is 
defined recursively: BT1 = ({r}, 8) and the unique vertex Y is called the root; BTp is 
constructed by connecting the roots of two copies of BTp, by an edge and the root 
of the new graph is one of the two previous roots. 
Corollary 1. We haue: 
l For any even integer n, g(&) = [log, nj. 
l For any odd integer n, g(&) = [log, n1 + 1. 
l For any tree T with n = 2d vertices in which CI = 2d-‘, g(T) = 2flog2 n1 - 1. 
In particular this is true for Pp and BTp. 
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Proof. We know from Lemma 2 that g(S,) 2 [log, n] if it is even and g(S,,) 3 
[log, n] + 1 steps if n is odd. 
Let us consider any set A = {(x, y): x and y E V(S,), x # JJ} of pairs of vertices such 
that each x in V(S,) is in at most one pair. In S,, all the paths (of length at most 
two) connecting each pair of vertices of A are edge-disjoint. This strong property will 
help us to construct a gossip algorithm in S,,. Indeed, in [lo], Knodel shows that in the 
complete graph K,, (where there is an edge between each pair of vertices) the gossip 
takes [log, n1 steps if it is even and [log, n1 + 1 steps if n is odd under the 9 model 
(in fact Knodel only uses paths of length 1). His algorithm consists in steps in which 
each vertex participates to at most one call and sends all the PIs that it knows. These 
calls at each step represent pairs of vertices of K, and with the previous observation 
we can use edge-disjoint paths to do the same calls in S, between the same pairs of 
vertices. The gossip time is the same. 
Let T be a tree with n = 2d vertices in which o! = 2d-‘. Lemma 3 shows that 
g(T) Z 2d - 1 and Lemma 2 shows that g(T) < 2d - 1. In particular, these pro- 
perties are satisfied for P2d and BT,d. 0 
3.2. Upper bounds for trees and algorithms 
In this section we construct a gossip algorithm to obtain upper bounds for the fimc- 
tion g. Let T be a tree with n vertices and e = [q, rz] a maximal edge of T. According 
to Definition 1 we denote by T,,, (resp. Tmi,) the tree with p (resp. a) vertices such 
that ~1 E V(T,,,) (resp. r2 E V(Tmin)) with /? 2 CI. Let 6 be the degree of r1 in T. Let 
B1 , . . . , B6 be the sets of vertices in the strict subtrees of rl (the Bj’s do not contain 
q, so are disjoint). From the definition of the maximal edge it is easy to see that for 
all i, l<i<S, IBil <CC 
Definition 2. We say that a tree T is a-partitioned if there exists a partition of the 
family of subsets {Bl, . . . , BJ, {q }} such that each set of the partition contains exactly 
CI vertices of T, except possibly one set (which may contain fewer than GI vertices). 
This partition is called a-partition and is denoted by Al,. . . , A, (where each A; is a 
union of Bj plus possibly r-1). 
Remark. It is easy to show that if T is u-partitioned then y = [n/al and one of the set 
Ai is V(Tmin). 
Lemma 4. Let T be a tree with n vertices: 
[log, nj + [log, ~1 + 2 if T is a-partitioned, 
[log, nl + [log, ~1 + 1 if T is a-partitioned and if CY = 2k 
g(T) ’ 
or y is even, 
[log, n] + [log, ~1 if T is a-partitioned and if CI = 2k 
and y is even, 
[log, nj + [log, ~1 + 4 if T is not a-partitioned. 
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Proof. We first suppose that T is Lx-partitioned. Let Al,. . , A, with y = [n/xl be a 
a-partition of T such that Ai contains ~1. For all i, 2 < i < I’, we choose z;i in Ai such 
that ui is a neighbor of ~1 in T. For Al we choose VI = ~1. 
The algorithm proceeds in 3 phases: 
( 1) For each i, accumulate in Ui all the PIs contained in A,. 
(2) Gossip in the star S, = ((~1, ~2,. , y,}, {[q, vi]: i = 2,. . . , y}). 
(3) For each i, broadcast the global information from tii to the other vertices of Ai. 
Phases (1) and (3) have the same complexity: each phase can be done in [log, ~1 
steps. Indeed, each set of vertices Ai can independently proceed communications in 
T (possibly using paths passing through ~1) without conflict with communications 
occurring in the others Ai’s. Thus we can apply Theorem 1 to obtain the result. 
For phase (2) we use the first result of Corollary 1 showing that in S, a gossip can 
be done in /log, yl steps if y is even and in /log, ~1 + 1 steps if y is odd. 
Thus, the total time of our algorithm is at most 
2[log, ~1+ [log,r4~11 + 1 (but bg,[Gll = bg, 431 G Tbg,nl - log, ~1, 
d 2 [log, al + [[log, ?rl - log, El + 1 
d [log, n1 + [log, a1 + ([log, a1 - 1 log, a] > + 1 
6 [log, nl + peg, a1 + 2. 
Note that if g = [n/al is even then the gossip time in S, is [log, yl instead of [log, rl+ 1 
and if M. is a power of 2, then [log, ~1 - Llog, RJ = 0. 
The second case that we have to consider is when T is not a-partitionable or when 
the existence of a cc-partition of T is not known. We will apply the same kind of 
technique as in the first part of the proof but without a-partition. We easily construct 
a partition A,,. . . ,A, of the set {Bi,. . . , Ba, {rl }} with the following properties: 
IAi) d 2cr - 1 for each i E { 1,. . , y} and y d [n/g]. Thus, as in the previous case we 
choose in each A, a vertex ui and we apply the same algorithm (3 phases). The global 
time is now at most 
To summarize the results, we have the two extreme bounds: 
Theorem 3. Let T be a tree with n vertices and let x be defined by Dejinition 1: 
[log, n1 + [log,(a + 111 - 2 d g(T) < Clog, nl + [log,(a)1 + 4. 
It is most surprising that some trees can reach the fundamental lower bound [log, nl 
steps. Indeed, one could imagine that a high connectivity should be necessary to be 
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able to gossip in such a time. However, Theorem 4 shows that only S,, with n even 
and some similar trees are good candidates. 
3.3. Trees of n vertices with gossip time [log, n] steps 
Definition 3. Let S(n, p) denotes the graph with n vertices {xi,. . . ,xn} composed of a 
main star of center xi with n -2p - 1 vertices plus p stars, each with 3 vertices, whose 
centers are connected to xi. If p 3 1, the resulting tree is called a multistar of center x1. 
We see an example of such trees in Fig. 3 and note that S,, =S(n,O). To establish 
Theorem 4 we first need some preliminary results. 
Lemma 5. Let d 3 3 be any integer, g(S(2d-1 + 2,1)) = d. 
Proof. We easily have the lower bound g(S(2d-1 + 2,1)) > d. The algorithm that we 
propose now is based on the gossip algorithm in the hypercube Hk, The graph Hk 
is a graph with 2k vertices each labeled by a k-bit binary number. There is an edge 
between vertices whose labels differ in precisely one bit. Under model F it is well 
known (see [5]) that the gossip time is k steps. The algorithm is easy to describe: at 
each step t, 1 d t < k, each vertex sends all the PIs that it has to the unique vertex 
having the same label except the bit at position t. Concerning the graph S(2d-’ +2,1) 
we distinguish the main star centered at xi and the star with three vertices centered at 
a neighbor of xi. We denote by a and b the two vertices that are at distance 2 of xi and 
by c the unique vertex at distance one of a and b (c is the center of the star with three 
vertices a, b, c). We label the 2d-1 vertices of the main star (including x1 and c) like the 
vertices of the hypercube Hd_ 1. We can now apply the algorithm previously described 
for Hd_i in the main star (we use the same technique described in the proof of 
Corollary 1). However, we will make a few changes. Let us denote by x the vertex that 
must communicate with c during the first step of this gossip algorithm (thus they have 
labels that differ on the first bit). Let us suppose that the first bit of the label of x is 0 
and that it is 1 for c. We then apply in S(2d-’ +2,1) the following modified algorithm: 
Step 1: all the vertices of the main star communicate according to their label and 
according to the first step induced by the gossip algorithm in Hd_1, except that x 
communicates with a and c communicates with b. 
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Step 2: all the vertices of the main star communicate according to their labels and 
according to the second step induced by the gossip algorithm in Hd_1. Independently, 
vertices a and b communicate. 
Step t, 3 d t d d - 1: all the vertices of the main star communicate according to 
their label and according to the step t induced by the gossip algorithm in Hd- 1. 
Step d: same communications as in step 1. 
Let us denote by m,,mb,m,,m,, the PIs of a, b,c,x, respectively. The set of ver- 
tices of S(2d-1 + 2,1) is partitioned into two main sets 6, fi, and the set {a, b}. 
6 is composed of vertices whose labels have 0 as first bit and fi is composed of 
vertices whose labels have 1 as first bit. During step 1 there are communications 
between vertices of I$ and vertices of V (except between x and c). During all the 
steps 2,. . , d - 1 there is no communication between vertices of V, and vertices of 
6. According to properties of the algorithm in Hd_1, all the vertices of V, have the 
same PIs at the end of the gossip in Hd_1. By symmetry, the same thing arises in 
Ij. At the end of step d - 1, the vertices of V, have all the PIs except mh and m,., 
the vertices of 6 have all the PIs except m, and m, and the vertices a and b have 
the PIs m,,mb,m,,m,. The last step d allows all the vertices to have all the Pls and the 
gossip is complete. 0 
Lemma 6. Let T be any tree with n = 2d-’ + 2 vertices, d 3 2, with an edge [x, y] 
such that dr(x) =2 and dr(y) = 1. Then, g(T) > [log, nl. 
Proof. Let us divide the graph into two parts: the two vertices x,y and the set 6 of 
the 2d-’ remaining vertices. During any communication algorithm at least one of the 
two PIs of x and y is not known by any vertex of V at the end of step 1 (because 
only one of these two vertices can communicate with one vertex of 6 during a step). 
Let us denote by m this PI and let us calculate Q(t), the total number of vertices of 
I/; that can know m at the end of step t, 2 d t d Ilog, n1. We have Q(2) = 1, and, 
in general, during step t, each of the Q(t - 1) vertices of fi can inform one other 
vertex of Vj and x or y (but not both of them) can inform one other vertex. Thus, 
Q(t) d 2.Q(t - 1) + 1 d 2’-’ - 1 and Q(d) 6 2d-’ - 1 < 1 v I= 2d-‘. At the end of 
step [log, nl, the gossip cannot be complete since there is at least one vertex of I$ 
that does not know m. 0 
Theorem 4. Let T be a tree with n vertices, d = [log, nl: 
l Jf /I > 2d-‘, we have 
g(T) = [log, nl e T = S, with n even. 
l of fl~2~-], we have 
If g(T) = d then T is necessarily a multistar with 2d-’ + 2 vertices, 
Proof. It was shown in Corollary 1 that if n is even then g(S,) = [log, nl. 
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We now suppose that T is a tree with n vertices such that g(T) = d. From Lemma 2 
we know that n must be even. We divide the discussion into two parts depending on 
the value of /I. 
Case 1: /I > 2d-1. At each step there is only one possible path between a vertex of 
T tnax and a vertex of Tmin. Also, any vertex of T max can know at most 2’ different PIs 
from T,,, at the end of step i. Thus, the maximum number of different PIs from T,,, 
in Tmin at the end of step t is at most 1 + 2 + . . . + 2’-’ = 2” - 1. Thus, at the end of 
step d - 1, in Tmin there are at most 2d-1 - 1 < /? different PIs from T,,,. But since 
the gossip time is d, in one step all the vertices of Tmin must know the remaining PIs 
that are not yet in Tmin. This can be done only if there is exactly one vertex in Tmin 
and so CI = 1, that implies that T = S, (according to the definition of cl). 
Case 2: /I < 2d-1. We know that B > (n/2) and that n > 2d-’ thus 2d-2 < /I < 2d-1. 
With a similar argument as in the first part of the proof we can show that at the end 
of step d - 1 at most one vertex of Tmin knows all the PIs from T,,,. Thus, at the end 
of the last step d of an optimal gossip algorithm at most 3 vertices of Tmin can know 
all the PIs of T,,, (a new vertex of Tmin can be informed by the vertex in Tmin that 
already knows them and another one directly by a vertex from T,,,). It follows that 
we must have 1 d CI d 3. Other numerical constraints that must also be satisfied are: 
2d-2 < p < 2d-’ /I + CY = n > 2d-1 and n even. 
a = 1 is impokible because it would imply that n < 2d-1. 
CI = 2 is impossible because it would imply that j3 = 2d-1 - 1 to have n > 2d-1 but 
IZ = 2d-’ + 1 is odd. 
CC = 3 and jI = 2d-1 - 2 is impossible as it would imply that n is odd. 
The last case remaining is when a = 3 and j? = 2d-1 - 1. This result and Lemma 6 
show that trees of gossip time equal to [log, nl steps are necessarily multistars. 
Lemma 5 shows that some multistars have gossip time equal to [log, nl. 0 
We now prove that there are multistars with gossip time strictly greater than [log, ~1. 
Lemma 7. Let T be a multistar with n = 2d-’ + 2 vertices, d > 5, with the maximum 
number of stars with 3 vertices. Then, g(T) > [log, nl. 
Proof. Let T be a multistar with n = 2d-1 + 2 vertices, d > 5, with the maximum 
number of stars with 3 vertices. Let us suppose that g(T) = [log, nl. 
If d is odd, y1 =2d-1 + 2 =3(2d-1 - 1)/3 + 3, and there are exactly (2d-1 - 1)/3 
stars with 3 vertices in T plus the center and two other vertices. 
If d is even, n = 2d-1 + 2 = 3(2d-1 + 1)/3 + 1 and T is composed of its center and 
exactly (2d-1 + I)/3 stars with 3 vertices. 
With arguments similar to the ones of the proof of Lemma 6, we show that in any 
star with 3 vertices, there is an information m that does not go out of this star before 
step 2. Hence, the number of vertices outside this star knowing this information m 
must double at each step (from step 2). Suppose that at step t > 2, m is sent for the 
first time to a vertex r, that belongs to another star with 3 vertices. To be sure that 
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the number of vertices knowing m doubles at each step, Y must send m outside its 
star with 3 vertices until the last step. Indeed, otherwise there would be two vertices 
knowing m inside the same star with 3 vertices, without possibility to send both m 
outside during the last steps. 
If d is odd, there are at most (2d-’ - 1)/3 + 4 vertices knowing m at the end of 
step d - 1 (one per star plus possibly the two vertices outside any star with 3 vertices 
plus the two other vertices of the star that m belongs to). 
If d is even, at the end of step d - 1 there are at most (2dP’ + 1)/3+2 vertices know- 
ing m (one per star plus possibly the two other vertices of the star that m belongs to). 
But, if d is even and d 3 6, 2((2d-’ + 1)/3 + 4) < 2d-’ + 2, and if d is odd and 
d > 5, 2((2d-’ - 1)/3 + 4) < 2d-1 +2. Hence, with only one more step all the vertices 
cannot receive m. Then, g(T) > [log, /rl. 0 
Remark. We can show that if n = 10 (d = 4) it is possible to gossip in 4 steps in a 
multistar containing 3 stars, each with 3 vertices. 
3.4. General results for graphs 
In Sections 3.1 and 3.2 we gave general bounds on the gossip time for any tree. 
Now, we turn our attention to the more general case where the network is modeled by 
any connected graph G. A general method to gossip in G is to construct a spanning 
tree T and to apply the near-optimal algorithm described in the previous subsections. 
In addition, if it is possible to construct k edge-disjoint spanning trees in G, we can 
perform k independent gossips in G without any edge collision. 
In this section we are more interested by the problem of finding one spanning tree 
of G to perform a gossip with good time performance. We showed in Theorem 3 that 
the gossip time of any tree is strongly related to the parameter CX. The “best” spanning 
tree of G (for the gossip time) is the one with the minimum CI among all the possible 
spanning trees. 
Definition 4. Let G = ( V, E) be a graph. 
B(G) = min{a(T): T spanning tree of G}. 
In what follows, we give bounds on 8(G). 
Definition 5. Let T be a tree with n vertices. 
l q(x) = max(J V( T’)J: T’ strict subtree of x (T’ does not contain x)> 
l r(T) = min{g(x): x E V(T)}. 
Lemma 8. Let T be any tree, r(T) = U. 
Proof. 
l Let e be a maximal edge (n,i,(e) = a). Let us denote by 7” (resp. If”) the subtree 
with CI vertices (resp. with B vertices) obtained by deleting the edge e. Let u be 
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any vertex in T. If u is in T” then one of its strict subtree contains at least all the 
vertices of T’ and then q(u) > M. If u is in T’, one of its strict subtree contains at 
least all the vertices of T” i.e. at least the number of vertices of T’. Hence, in both 
cases, q(u) 3 ~1. 
Thus, for any vertex U, q(u) > CI and 
r(T) = min{q(u): v E V(T)} > CI. 
l Let e = [u, v] be a maximal edge such that c( = n,i,(e) = n, where n, is the number 
of vertices in the strict subtree of v containing U. By definition of CI, nmin([u’, v]) d n, 
for any edge [u’, v]. All the subtrees of v have less vertices than n,. Hence, by defini- 
tion of q(v), q(v) = n, and then there exists v such that CI = q(v) and M > min{q(w) : 
w E V(T)} = r(T). 
The equality is proved. 0 
From this lemma we obtain the general bounds for O(G). 
Corollary 2. Let G be a connected graph with n vertices and of maximum degree A, 
Proof. In any tree T with n vertices, for any edge e, n,,,(e) > n,in(e) and n,,,(e) 
+ n,i,(e) = n. Hence n,i,(e) < n/2 and then CI < n/2. This inequality is true for any 
spanning tree of G, thus, B(G) 6 n/2. 
In any tree T with n vertices and of maximum degree AT, for any vertex u, 
Thus, r(T) > [(n - l)/Ar]. F or any spanning tree T of G, r(T) > [(n - l)/Arl > 
I(n - 1 )/Al. 
But, by definition and by Lemma 8, 8(G) = min{r(T): T spanning tree of G}. 
Hence, B(G) > [(n - 1)/A]. 0 
With Corollary 2 we can calculate the parameter B(G) for some usual networks. The 
following lemma gives a few examples. 
Lemma 9. Let Hd be the hypercube of dimension d, TG,, the 2-dimensional torus 
with p.q vertices, K,, the complete graph with n vertices. 
Wn) = 1, (with p odd). 
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Fig 4. A balanced spanning tree in 7’Gs.g 
Proof. Corollary 2 gives lower bounds: O(K,) 3 1, O(&) 3 [(2d - l)/& and 
QTG,,,) 3 KP* - lY41. 1 n each of these graphs there exists a spanning tree in which 
a node Y has A strict subtrees all of size at most [(n - 1)/A] : 
l The star S,, for K,,. 
l A balanced spanning tree described in [l] for Hd. 
l A balanced spanning tree for TG,,, similar to the one of Fig. 4. 
It is easy to show that for these trees T, r(T) 3 [(n - 1)/A]. 0 
Open problem. An interesting problem that should be investigated is to search an 
efficient algorithm to construct a spanning tree T of any connected graph G with 
x(T) = f&G). 
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